
Challenge

The Coast Kamloops Hotel 
and Conference Centre was 
built in 1994 and sold to 
the current owners in 2012. 
The hotel needed a massive 
renovation that included a 
substantial upgrade to its 
slow and spotty WiFi. 

Opportunity

The hotel has 202 guest 
rooms, and its 30,000  
square feet of meeting space 
is a huge draw for business. 
But because of the hotel’s 
outdated and unreliable WiFi, 
the hotel was lagging behind 
its competitors.   

Results

Since installing Shaw’s 
Managed WiFi, the frequent 
guest complaints are 
now non-existent. Guest 
responses to the customer 
satisfaction survey question 
“how was your WiFi?” has 
increased from an average 
score of four or five to the  
top score of seven.

Coast Kamloops Hotel and Conference Centre

During the summer months, visitors to South Central British 
Columbia, bring a steady stream of tourists to Kamloops and 
keep the major hotels full. It’s during the off-season, from 
September to April, when the hotels must differentiate their  
customer experience.

“In the summer we have more than enough business to share 
around,” explains Stephanie Zowty, Rooms Division Manager. 
“But in the winter, it’s dog eat dog, and it’s definitely who can 
have one up on the other, especially up on the hill here. We’re 
called Hotel Avenue.”

Coast Kamloops Hotel came under new ownership in 2012, 
and went through a massive renovation. The final element 
of the renovation, and in some ways the most crucial, was 
ensuring that their guests had top-notch WiFi. “The Business 
traveller is an essential part of our market,” explains Zowty. 
“We have to have the best WiFi for this type of guest.”

The hotel, she says, was lagging behind the competition 
with a WiFi system managed by a third party that was less 
than adequate. The third-party company had little time for 
customer service, and at one point the hotel was without 

Managed WiFi improves hotel  
guest experience.

Managed WiFi



Internet for two weeks. That was brutal,” expresses Zowty. “There was no face to the company, no 
person, no nothing. Even when the WiFi was running, it wasn’t fast. It just wasn’t up to standards in 
today’s market.”

It was only a matter of time until this inadequate Internet affected the hotel’s business.“If we hadn’t 
quickly updated our WiFi, it would have cost us business,” she says. “We have to be ahead of the game 
for both our customers and for our conference facilities, and now we are ahead of the game  
for Internet.”

Guests give Managed WiFi top rating

Zowty says as soon as Shaw had built in the fibre pipe and the hotel had switched to Managed WiFi, all 
the guest complaints disappeared. Managed WiFi has also freed up staff time to focus on other areas 
of the hotel, rather than dealing with guest complaints and constantly having to leave their stations to 
reset routers around the facility. 

The score recieved on the hotel’s customer satisfaction survey question—“How was your WiFi?”—
has also improved. “We used to average a four or five, now I see it go up to six or even seven [the top 
score],”  Zowty articulates. “That’s a big difference.” Zowty says she also appreciates the service that 
she received from Shaw Business. “That’s the best part. I’m in the service industry and that’s what I 
appreciate. I’ve dealt with many different industries and this was top notch service,” she says.
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